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Abstract

This paper describes a fast harmonic estimation, referred to as Delta Adjustment (DA), using a low res이ution pitch. 

The presented DA method is based on modification of the Generalized Dual Excitation (GDE) technique[l] which was 

proposed to improve speech enhancement performance. We introduce the GDE technique and modify it to be suitable 

for low bit rate harmonic coding that uses only an integer pitch estimate. Unlike the GDE, the DA matches a 

frequency-warped version of the original spectrum that conforms to a fixed pitch at all harmonic bands. In addition, 

complexity and performance of the presented method are described in comparison with those of the conventional Fractional 

Pitch (FP) based harmonic estimation. Experimental results showed that the DA algorithm significantly reduces the 

complexity of the FP method while maintaining the performance.
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I. Introduction

Harmonic coders that can be classified as parametric 

coders such as Sinusoidal Transform Coding (STC)[2], 

MultiBand Excitation (MBE)[3], and Waveform Interpola

tion (WI)[4] have proven useful for producing speech at 

a 2.4 kbps or lower rate. In recent years, most harmonic 

coders use the fundamental frequency (or pitch), linear 

predictive coefficients (LPC), and spectral harmonics as 

encoding parameters. Pitch and harmonic estimation are 

important in speech quality and complexity of the harmo

nic coder.
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Improved MBE (IMBE)[5] and Harmonic Vector 

eXcited Coding (HVXC)[이 employ the frequency domain 

analysis-by-synthesis technique, referred to as the frac

tional pitch (FP) method, for the harmonic estimation. 

The method has good performance for low bit rate 

harmonic coding, but requires considerable complexity 

since it includes an iterative error minimization process 

for fractional pitch candidates.

In speech enhancement area, Yoo and Lim proposed 

the Generalized Dual Excitation (GDE)[1] to improve 

performance of the DE model[7] that uses a similar 

method to the FP by taking pitch variation into considera

tion. The GDE allows a more complete decomposition 

of the speech into voiced and unvoiced components. 

Harmonics of the synthesized voiced component by the 
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GDE are faithfill to those of the original speech spectrum 

more accurately.

The objective of this paper is to present a fast harmonic 

estimation method using only an integer pitch estimate, 

while maintaining the FP performance. To achieve this 

goal, we partly adopt the speech decomposition algorithm 

of the GDE model and modify it to be suitable for low 

bit rate harmonic coding. We refer the presented method 

to Delta Adjustment (DA) in this paper. Unlike the GDE, 

the DA does not attempt to match the original speech 

spectrum exactly. Instead, the DA matches a frequency

warped version of the original spectrum that conforms 

to a fixed pitch at all harmonic bands. This concept is 

similar to the Relaxation Code Excited Linear Prediction 

(RCELP)[8].

The preliminary results of the DA method were 

previously reported in[9] by the authors. Ijowever, in this 

paper, the basic concept and more detail performance 

results of the algorithm are presented, compared to other 

methods. Complexities and performances of the conven

tional FP and the DA harmonic estimation are described. 

From results of objective subjective tests, the DA showed 

performance comparable to that of the FP while reducing 

its complexity significantly.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we give a 

general description of the speech decomposition algorithm 

of the GDE. In Section 3, we present the DA algorithm 

focused on modification of the GDE technique. Section 

4 states complexity and performance comparison of the 

presented DA and conventional FP methods. Finally, we 

make a conclusion in Section 5.

II. The GDE decomposition algorithm

The GDE algorithm] 1] generalizes DE model[7] by 

taking pitch variation into consideration to improve speech 

enhancement performance. The algorithm allows a more 

complete decomposition of the speech into voiced and 

unvoiced components. The GDE characterizes speech in 

two ways: First, it allows for some irregularities in the 

periodicity. Second, some small inaccuracies in the pitch 

estimate can be compensated for. Overall by allowing 

small variations in the pitch, the harmonics of the 

synthesized voiced component match those of the speech 

spectrum more accurately. This effect can be significant 

for high frequency harmonics and transitional speech 

segments. Figure 1 conceptually shows the voiced 

component extraction of the GDE that consists of 

frequency adjustment and harmonic estimation processes.

In the GDE, the estimate of the windowed voiced 

component is obtained by minimizing the following error 

criterion,

£=*九|&(仲)-1淑》|2也， (1)

乩3) &S)

Figure 1. Basic concept of the voiced component extraction of the GDE.
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where S伏仞)and ©必(仞)are spectra of windowed input 

and synthetic speech signals. In (1), the synthetic voiced 

spectrum 气(0) is modeled as L windowed harmonics 

and is given by

D“3)= g/ &)+2饥)， (2)

where &), 2(织 and L are the spectrum of

the window function, the estimated fundamental frequency, 

the /-th estimated harmonic amplitude, and the estimated 

harmonic frequency variation, the number of harmonics, 

respectively. and are obtained by differentiating 

(1) and setting to zero as

cbt
I &(仞)W*(0)—1 (Dq — ^(l)i)dco

" ” ——匚------------- 2——， (3)

a)—l 仞0 —私〃)I do)

I «bi 12
乳w= argmax ) &(仲)矿(69—/饥一"Qa씨 , (4)

da>i I J a? I

where «/— (/—0.5) &), 0+0.5) &), 애

0MCM0.5, and * denotes complex conjugate.

III. Fast harmonic estimation

As a matter of convenience, first, we briefly describe 

the conventional Fractional Pitch (FP) method used in 

IMBE[5] and HVXC[6] as the reference. Then we give 

a detail description of a fast harmonic estimation process, 

referred to as Delta Adjustment (DA) method.

The FP utilizes the frequency domain analysis-by- 

synthesis technique and has good performance for low bit 

rate coding. However, the FP requires high complexity 

since it includes an iterative error minimization process,

i.e.  2饥=0 in (1) and (2), between the original and 

synthetic spectra for M fractional pitch candidates. Figure 

2 shows a block diagram of the conventional FP harmonic 

estimation method. In Figure 2, N and N、are the frame 

length and the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) size of 

the input spectrum, respectively.

To present a fast harmonic estimation method while 

maintaining the FP performance, we adopt the GDE 

technique and modify it to be suitable fbr low bit rate 

speech coding. Unlike the GDE, the DA does not attempt 

to match the original spectrum exactly. Instead of attemp-

Input Signal

Fig니re 2. Block diagram of the conventional FP.
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ting to match the original spectrum, the DA matches a 

frequency-warped version of the original spectrum that 

conforms to a fixed pitch at all harmonic bands. This 

concept is similar to the Relaxation Code Excited Linear 

Prediction (RCELP)[8], though its effect is less meaningfiil 

than that of the RCELP. A basic concept of the DA 

method is shown Figure 3.

In the DA, original harmonic frequencies with some 

variations are shifted to fixed synthetic harmonic fre

quencies at each harmonic band. The /-th harmonic 

amplitude Ai is independently obtained by minimizing 

£/(△) between the windowed input spectrum Xw( ni) 

and synthetic spectrum a)0) at the /-th harmonic

band in the DFT domain as follows

◎(△/)= 師= [虱5J|X“3+니 又初))|] , (5)

where is determined using an integer pitch estimate 

that is obtained by means of the time-domain autocorrela

tion pitch search algorithm, [ • J denotes the largest 

integer less than or equal to the argument and

幻，3, 京o)= ■시 阳( I 쓰- 初一〜舞 京0+0.5」). (6)

In (5), N2 is DFT size of the window spectrum, the 

frequency variation is i\<.db and as the frequency 

increases, increases to reflect characteristics of frequency 

errors[l] as

di= L o； 1) + ^2 ,
J-j L (7)

where and are constants determined through 

experiments.

After selecting a h finally the /-th harmonic amplitude 

2/ is calculated by the following equation used in 

IMBE[5] as

i/+0.5J

，” =M)」xm十 公,)i

:葺 J 咐씂财一쓰 讪顷可

With (3), leakage of the harmonic energy is observed 

in the week voiced or unvoiced components, but (8) 

reduces this leakage of harmonic energy. Figure 4 shows 

a block diagram of the DA harmonic estimation in detail. 

In the technique, the error minimization process shown in 

Figure 4 is performed independently at each harmonic 

band, while the FP performs the process at the full 

frequency band.

In addition, it has been reported in[10] that pitch contour 
is more important than pitch resolution in speech quality. 

This means that an integer pitch faithful to the pitch 

contour is sufficient for producing good quality in the 

sinusoidal decoder. To utilize this fact, the DA uses only 
an integer pitch estimate. Figure 5 shows an example of 

spectral harmonic estimations by three methods when the
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Input Signal

Figure 4. Block diagram of the DA method.

input signal is the linear predi거ive residual signal by a 

female speaker: the FP, the DA and the case that an 

integer pitch is used without frequency adjustment, that 

is, the last case is the DA method without adjustment. In 
Figure 5, we can see that the DA matches the FP result 

while a harmonic estimation using an integer pitch without 

frequency adjustment does not.

IV. Complexity and Performance

Complexities of the FP and DA in terms of approximated 

operations are summarized in Table 1. In this case, add, 

multiply and multiply-accumulation (MAC) are assumed 

to be one cycle operation.

In Table 1, note that M: the number of fractional pitch 

candidates, N、: FFT size, P醇 pitch period in sample, △ 

adjustment parameter, and 时 constants related to △ z.

Typically at 8 kHz sampling rate, A^10[4], 顶*=256[쒸, 

and 20MRM120. In addition, ax and a2 are set to 0.3 

and 0, respectively through experiments. In this situation, 

as shown in Figure 6, complexity ratio Y/X ranges on the 

average 13.01 from 4.32 to 18.93. From Figure 6, we can

Table 1. Approximated operations of the FP and DA.

Method Approximated Qaerations

FP 〜啊끇」*씅）
DA X= 客51 씤」"+1)
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Figure 6. Complexities of the FP and DA with regard to pitch period.

see that the DA has considerable computational gains.

In performance evaluation, Spectral Distance (SD) and 

segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio (segSNR) are used. SD is 

defined as

SD=七 备머(破)， (9)

S아 =[£ ^i[201og10(A/(/))-201og1o(^rf(/))]2]()'5, (10) 

where Af{l) and Ad{l) are the /-th harmonic amplitude 

estimates by the FP and DA methods, respectively, Lk 

is the number of harmonics in the 农th frame and K is 

the number of total speech frames. Also, segSNR is 

defined as 

segSNR=东 '^segSNRk (dB)、

segSNRk= 10 log io

(11)

(12)

X巳3）

鈴=0__________
罗：（Sf{n）~ 码（丸））2

where sf and sd(n) are synthesized speech signals by 

the sinusodial synthesis[2] using and

respectively, and N is the frame length.

In evaluating SD and segSNR, only voiced speech frames 

are taken into consideration. Results of these measures are 

summarized in Table 2 and show that the DA method has 

more efficiency for female than male speeches.

In addition, the subjective prefemece test was performed 

informally and any degradation was not percievable as 

shown in Table 3. Through the results, we can state that 

the DA is comparable to the FP with low complexity.

The DA algorithm can be applied to the harmonic 

speech coders that use the fractional pitch based harmonic 

estimation method. For example, we applied the algorithm 

to the EHC speech coder[l 1] that was previously proposed 

by the authors.

V. Con어usions

Table 2. Results of the objective SD and segSNR tests.

Female Male Average
SD (dB) 0.39 0.75 0.57

segSNR (dB) 35.55 29.53 3254

Table 3. Remits of the objective preference test.

FP DA No Preference
Preference (%) 15 13 72

We have presented the fast harmonic estimation method, 

so called Delta Adjustment (DA) method. The algorithm 

is based on modification of the GDE model. We have 

introduced the voiced component extraction technique of 

the GDE method and modified it to be suitable for low 

bit rate harmonic coding that- uses only an integer pitch 

estimate. Unlike the GDE, the DA matches a frequency- 

warped version of the original spectrum that conforms to 
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a fixed pitch at all harmonic bands. Then, we have given 

a description of complexity and performance of the presented 

method in comparison with those of the conventional FP 

one. From the experimental results, the DA algorithm 

showed good performance with very low complexity.
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